Monsoon: English for Everyone is designed to make English learning and teaching simple yet
comprehensive for classes 1-8. It comprises a healthy mix of international and Indian literature. The
series reflects the vibrant diversity of cultures and perspectives in India through a focus on texts
from different regions of the country, written in or translated to English.

FeaturesListen| Read | In-text Questions | Glossary | Appreciations | Levels- Appropriate Vocabulary |
Grammar | Talk | Write
Also Includes:
Stagecraft familiarises learners with the essential elements of theatre while at the same time
enhancing their creativity, confidence and communication.
Enrichment Activities are enjoyable and varied activities meant to help learners explore their
interests, and cover four distinct aspects—social skills, active citizens, creative writing and language
games.
Yes, I Can are concise, detachable slips that promote self-reflection and encourage independent
thinking in learners. They are meant to help the learners gauge their own learnings and the teachers
to implement customised guidance.
Language Game Pullouts with colourful and bright gamesthat provide an opportunity to have fun
with the application of concepts learnt.
Course components • Coursebook
• Workbook
• Teacher Book
Digital components –
Cambridge Learn, a new digital solution for classrooms which integrates an enhanced and powerful
eBook reader with interactive teaching aids, rich audio-visual resources, lesson planner and Test
Maker.
Experience Better Learning with –
High-quality digital learning content for learner engagement: animations, audio, slide
shows and interactive units
Tools to enable creation and delivery of customised lesson plans
Test Maker with question bank, answers and solution sets, to aid quick preparation of
tests and worksheets

Cambridge University Press is a part of the University of Cambridge, one of the world’s leading
universities trusted for excellence in education. As a world-leading education publisher, Cambridge
provides educational materials, resources and services to teachers and learners, from ages 3-19, in
over 160 countries.

Brighter Thinking drives our approach. Every day we talk to teachers and leading educational
thinkers in Cambridge and around the world about how to make teaching and learning better. We
share teachers’ ambitions to prepare students for success in life, both academically and personally.
This rich insight and our common goal inform the development of every new educational resource
we publish. It makes Better Learning possible, enabling students to accelerate their learning and
develop skills for life. Our engaging digital and print solutions are used by teachers and students of
all curriculums – CAIE, IB, CISCE and CBSE.
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(https://www.cambridge.org/in/search?site=ED&currentTheme=Education&
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